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15 ABSTRACT

A high-ceiling tent frame includes one or more frame units. Each frame unit 

includes three or more vertical poles and a center pole connected by supporting pole 

groups. Each frame unit also includes vertical pole fixed and slidable connecting bases 

installed at the vertical poles, and center fixed and slidable connecting bases installed at 

the center pole. Each supporting top pole group includes one or more pairs of first 

connecting pole units. The first connecting pole units in each pair are pivotally connected 

to each other. Each first connecting pole unit includes two first connecting poles 

pivotally connected to each other and forms an X-shape when the tent frame is unfolded. 

Adjacent frame units are connected to each other by sharing at least two vertical poles.
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HIGH-CEILING TENT FRAME

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims priority of Chinese Utility Model Application 

Numbers CN 201420349197.5 filed June 27, 2014 and CN 201420562771.5 filed 

September 28, 2014, and Chinese Patent Application Numbers CN 201410506395.2 filed 

September 28, 2014 and CN 201410615273.7 filed November 5, 2014, the entire contents 

of which applications are incorporated herein for all purposes by this reference.

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to an outdoor product, in particular, to a high-ceiling 

tent frame.

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

[0003] As an outdoor leisure product, tents are widely used in various occasions. A 

common tent frame is formed by connecting a plurality of groups of vertical poles to top 

poles, wherein the top poles form a top support. The tents applying such frames have 

common drawbacks in that the structures thereof are generally more complex, a plurality 

of groups of poles are needed to support tent fabrics, the frames are difficult and time

consuming to establish and the manufacturing costs are increased.

[0004] Chinese invention patent ZL201310429420.7 discloses a foldable tent eave frame 

structure, which comprises a tent frame and an eave pole. The tent frame comprises 

vertical posts, tent poles and oblique supporting poles. Fixed bases are fixedly arranged 

at top ends of the vertical posts. Slidable bases, which can slide up and down along the 

vertical posts, are slidably connected onto the vertical posts. First ends of the tent poles 

are pivoted onto the fixed bases. First ends of the oblique supporting poles are pivoted 

onto the slidable bases and second ends of the oblique supporting poles are pivoted onto 

the tent poles. The slidable bases slide up and down along the vertical posts to fold or
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unfold the tent frame. The tent frame is provided with a sliding way. A first end of the 

eave pole is pivoted onto the oblique supporting poles. The eave pole can move relative 

to the sliding way to enable a second end of the eave pole to get far away from or close to 

the sliding way to realize the unfolding or folding of the eave pole. The unfolding or 

folding of the tent frame induces the unfolding or folding of the eave pole.

[0005] However, poles, which mainly play a role of folding, of the conventional tents are 

centralized between two vertical posts. Thus, the height of an entrance/exit of the tent is 

inherently reduced, causing inconvenience to users. In addition, since scissors-shaped 

connecting pole groups of the tent are arranged on the periphery of the tent and there are 

no similar poles inside, items cannot be hung inside.

[0006] Although one eave pole is added to the tent and applied to support the tent fabric, 

a probability that water is accumulated between the vertical poles and the center base on 

rainy days still exists. The problem of water accumulation on rainy days cannot be fully 

solved.

[0007] Given the above background, there is a need in the art for a tent frame that 

provides adequate space with a stable structure, capability of hanging items inside, and/or 

capability of preventing water from accumulating on rainy days.

[0008] The information disclosed in this Background section is only for enhancement of 

understanding of the general background of the invention and should not be taken as an 

acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that this information forms the prior art 

already known to a person skilled in the art.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0009] In various aspects, the present invention provides a high-ceiling tent frame with a 

stable structure, capability of hanging items inside and/or capability of preventing water 

from accumulating on rainy days.

[0010] In some aspects, a high-ceiling tent frame of the present invention comprises one 

or more frame units. Each frame unit comprises: three or more vertical poles; a center 

pole; a plurality of supporting pole groups for connecting the center pole with the vertical 

poles; vertical pole fixed connecting bases installed at top ends of the vertical poles;
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vertical pole slidable connecting bases installed on pole bodies of the vertical poles and 

slidable along the pole bodies of the vertical poles; a center fixed connecting base 

installed at a bottom end of the center pole; and a center slidable connecting base 

installed on a pole body of the center pole and slidable along the pole body of the center 

pole, wherein: each supporting top pole group comprises one or more pairs of first 

connecting pole units; the first connecting pole units in each pair are pivotally connected 

to each other; each first connecting pole unit comprises two first connecting poles 

pivotally connected to each other and forms an X-shape when the tent frame is unfolded; 

and in each pair of the first connecting pole units, first one of the first connecting poles is 

pivotally connected to the center slidable connecting base, second one of the first 

connecting poles is pivotally connected to the center fixed connecting base, third one of 

the first connecting poles is pivotally connected to the vertical pole slidable connecting 

base of a corresponding vertical pole, and fourth one of the first connecting poles is 

pivotally connected to the vertical pole fixed connecting base of the corresponding 

vertical pole.

[0011] In one aspect, the high-ceiling tent frame further comprises: side top pole groups 

each configured to connect two adjacent vertical poles; and oblique supporting poles each 

configured to connect a side top pole group to a corresponding vertical pole. Each side 

top pole group comprises two side top poles pivotally connected to each other and forms 

a substantially straight line when the tent frame is unfolded; one end of each side top pole 

is pivotally connected to the vertical pole fixed connecting base of a corresponding 

vertical pole in the two adjacent vertical poles; one end of each oblique supporting pole is 

pivotally connected to the vertical pole slidable connecting base of the corresponding 

vertical pole; and the other end of each oblique supporting pole is pivotally connected to 

the side top pole that is connected to the same corresponding vertical pole.

[0012] In some aspects, within a respective frame unit: the three or more vertical poles 

comprises four vertical poles that form two vertical pole groups, wherein each vertical 

pole group comprises two adjacent vertical poles; the two adjacent vertical poles in each 

vertical pole group are connected by a side top pole group; the side top pole group 

comprises one or more pairs of second connecting pole units; the second connecting pole 

units in each pair are pivotally connected to each other; each second connecting pole unit 

comprises two second connecting poles pivotally connected to each other and forms an
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X-shape when the tent frame is unfolded; one of the second connecting poles of each 

second connecting pole unit is pivotally connected to the vertical pole slidable connecting 

base of a corresponding vertical pole; and the other one of the second connecting poles of 

each second connecting pole unit is pivotally connected to the vertical pole fixed 

connecting base of the corresponding vertical pole.

[0013] In one aspect, the high-ceiling tent frame further comprises an inner horizontal 

pole group for connecting two of the supporting top pole groups that are connected to 

different vertical pole groups within the respective frame unit. The inner horizontal pole 

group comprises one of the following: (i) two short poles, one ends thereof are pivotally 

connected to each other, and the other ends thereof are pivotally connected to the first 

connecting pole units of the supporting top pole groups at hinging points adjacent to the 

center pole; (ii) two short poles, one ends thereof are pivotally connected to each other, 

and the other ends are pivotally connected to the first connecting pole units of the 

corresponding supporting top pole group at upper hinging points of the first connecting 

pole units; (iii) two short poles, one ends thereof are pivotally connected to each other, 

and the other ends are pivotally connected to the first connecting pole units of the 

corresponding supporting top pole group at the upper hinging points of the first 

connecting pole units, wherein each short pole is supported by an oblique supporting 

pole, wherein one end of the oblique supporting pole is pivotally connected to a pole 

body of the corresponding short pole and the other end is pivotally connected to a lower 

hinging point of a corresponding first connecting pole unit; or (iv) one or more pairs of 

third connecting pole units, wherein the third connecting pole units in each pair are 

pivotally connected to each other, each third connecting pole unit comprises two third 

connecting poles pivotally connected to each other and forms an X-shape when the tent 

frame is unfolded, one of the third connecting poles of each third connecting pole unit is 

pivotally connected to the first connecting pole units of the corresponding supporting top 

pole group at the upper hinging points of the first connecting pole units and the other one 

of the third connecting poles of each third connecting pole unit is pivotally connected to 

the first connecting pole units of the corresponding supporting top pole group at the lower 

hinging points of the first connecting pole units.

[0014] In another aspect, the high-ceiling tent frame further comprises an inner horizontal 

pole group for connecting two adjacent vertical poles in the two vertical pole groups
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within the respective frame unit. The inner horizontal pole group comprises two short 

poles, one ends thereof are pivotally connected to each other, and the other ends are 

pivotally connected to the vertical pole fixed connecting bases of the corresponding 

vertical poles; and each short pole is supported by an oblique supporting pole, wherein 

one end of the oblique supporting pole is pivotally connected to a pole body of the 

corresponding short pole and the other end is pivotally connected to the vertical pole 

slidable connecting base of a corresponding vertical pole.

[0015] In an aspect, the high-ceiling tent frame further comprises a connecting pin and a 

spring disposed between the center pole and the center fixed connecting base. A first 

elongated slot or a first pin hole is formed at a bottom end portion of the center pole; the 

center fixed connecting base includes: (i) a connecting pole hinging part for receiving the 

first connecting poles, (ii) a blind hole for receiving the center pole, (iii) a second pin hole 

corresponding to the first elongated slot of the center pole and formed adjacent to a 

mouth part of the blind hole, or a second elongated slot corresponding to the first pin hole 

of the center pole and formed on a side wall of the blind hole; the connecting pin 

penetrates through the corresponding elongated slot and the corresponding pin hole, 

connecting the center pole with the center fixed connecting base; and the spring is placed 

in the blind hole, one end of the spring presses against a bottom end of the center pole 

and the other end presses against a bottom part of the blind hole.

[0016] In some aspects, the high-ceiling tent frame further comprises supporting pieces 

installed on the first connecting poles that are connected to the vertical pole fixed 

connecting bases. Each supporting piece comprises: a connecting part fixedly connected 

to a corresponding first connecting pole; and a horizontal pole for supporting a tent 

fabric, wherein the horizontal pole and the connecting part are fixedly connected to each 

other at a predetermined angle.

[0017] In some aspects, the high-ceiling tent frame further comprises one or more water 

accumulation preventing pole groups. A water accumulation preventing pole group is 

connected to a corresponding first connecting pole unit and comprises: a slidable 

connecting piece pivotally connected to one connecting pole of the corresponding first 

connecting pole unit; and a fabric supporting pole, a pole body thereof is slidably 

connected to the slidable connecting piece and one end thereof is pivotally connected to 

the other connecting pole of the corresponding first connecting pole unit, such that the
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fabric supporting pole is disposed substantially vertically and upwardly when the tent 

frame is unfolded.

[0018] In an aspect, the slidable connecting piece is pivotally connected to the one 

connecting pole of the corresponding first connecting pole unit by a bracket, wherein the 

bracket is pivotally connected to the slidable connecting piece and fixedly connected to 

the one connecting pole of the corresponding first connecting pole unit.

[0019] In some aspects, the high-ceiling tent frame further comprises one or more water 

accumulation preventing pole groups. A water accumulation preventing pole group 

comprising: an eave supporting pole; an eave moving pole, one end thereof is pivotally 

connected to one end of the eave supporting pole, and the other end or a pole body of the 

eave moving pole is pivotally connected to the third or fourth one of the first connecting 

poles; and a connecting part, one end thereof is pivotally connected to the pole body of 

the eave pole and the other end thereof is pivotally connected to the fourth one of the first 

connecting poles.

[0020] In an aspect, the eave moving pole comprises: a first pole; a second pole, one end 

thereof is rotatably connected to one end of the first pole; and a stop block disposed at the 

connected ends of the first pole and the second pole and configured to limit a rotating 

angle of the first and second poles.

[0021] In some aspects, the vertical poles, the eave pole or both the vertical poles and the 

eave pole are retractable poles.

[0022] In some aspects, the high-ceiling tent frame comprise at least two frame units, 

wherein two adjacent frame units are connected to each other by sharing at least two 

vertical poles.

[0023] The present invention has at least the following beneficial effects.

[0024] By arranging the supporting top pole groups between the vertical poles and the 

center pole, pressure applied to the center pole can be dispersed to vertical poles and thus 

the structure is stable. Since each supporting top pole group is formed by a plurality of 

first connecting pole units, each of which includes two first connecting poles, the first 

connecting poles can support with each other and thus the tent frame is more stable.
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Since the first connecting poles form the X-shape when unfolded and a quadrilateral 

structure is formed between two groups of first connecting pole units, the first connecting 

pole units can be used for hanging items.

[0025] Since the elongated slot is formed in the center pole or the side wall of the blind 

hole, the spring is arranged between the center pole and the center fixed connecting base. 

The spring is in a compressed state when the tent frame is unfolded and applies an 

upward force to the center pole. The center pole is pushed upward, tightening the tent 

fabric and thus reducing formation of pits and preventing water accumulation.

[0026] By arranging the water accumulation preventing pole group(s), the tent fabric can 

be further tightened. The tent poles can also support the tent fabric, and thus reduce 

formation of pits and prevent water accumulation.

[0027] The methods and apparatuses of the present invention have other features and 

advantages which will be apparent from or are set forth in more detail in the 

accompanying drawings, which are incorporated herein, and the following Detailed 

Description, which together serve to explain certain principles of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a first exemplary high-ceiling tent frame 

according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0029] FIG. 2 is a partially enlarged view of FIG. 1, illustrating connection structures at 

or adjacent to a bottom part of a center pole of the high-ceiling tent frame.

[0030] FIG. 3 is a partially enlarged view of FIG. 1, illustrating connection structures of 

top parts of vertical poles of the high-ceiling tent frame.

[0031] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating the high-ceiling tent frame of FIG. 1 in 

a folding process.

[0032] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating the high-ceiling tent frame of FIG. 1 in 

a folded state.

[0033] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a second exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.
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[0034] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating a third exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0035] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating a fourth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0036] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating a fifth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0037] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating a sixth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0038] FIG. 11 is a partially enlarged view of FIG. 10, illustrating connection structures 

at or adjacent to a bottom part of a center pole of the high-ceiling tent frame.

[0039] FIG. 12 is a partial exploded view of FIG. 11.

[0040] FIG. 13 is a sectional and partially enlarged view of FIG. 10, illustrating 

connection structures at or adjacent to a bottom part of a center pole of the high-ceiling 

tent frame.

[0041] FIG. 14 is a partial enlarged view of A in FIG. 10.

[0042] FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram illustrating a seventh exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0043] FIG. 16 is a partial enlarged view of B in FIG. 15.

[0044] FIG. 17 is a partial enlarged view of C in FIG. 16.

[0045] FIG. 18 is a partially enlarged view of FIG. 15, illustrating a folded eave 

supporting pole.

[0046] FIG. 19 is a partially enlarged view of FIG. 15, illustrating connection structures 

at or adjacent to a bottom part of a center pole of the high-ceiling tent frame.

[0047] FIG. 20 is a partial exploded view of FIG. 19.
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[0048] FIG. 21 is a sectional and partially enlarged view of FIG. 19, illustrating 

connection structures at or adjacent to a bottom part of a center pole of the high-ceiling 

tent frame.

[0049] FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary water accumulation 

preventing pole group according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0050] FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary connection between a 

slidable connecting piece and a first connecting pole according to some embodiments of 

the present invention.

[0051] FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram illustrating a folding process of the second 

exemplary water accumulation preventing pole group in FIG. 23.

[0052] FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram illustrating the second exemplary water 

accumulation preventing pole group in FIG. 23 in a folded state.

[0053] FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram illustrating an eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0054] FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram illustrating a ninth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0055] FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram illustrating a tenth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0056] FIG. 29 is a schematic diagram illustrating an eleventh exemplary high-ceiling 

tent frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0057] FIG. 30 is a schematic diagram illustrating a twelfth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0058] FIG. 31 is a schematic diagram illustrating a thirteenth exemplary high-ceiling 

tent frame according to some embodiments of the present invention.

[0059] Partial hinging pins are omitted in the drawings and numeral references in the 

drawings correspond to the follows:
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1 - frame unit;

2, 101, 201 - vertical pole;

3, 102, 202 - center pole;

3a - slot structure;

4, 103, 203 -supporting top pole group;

4a, 103 a, 231 - first connecting pole unit;

4b, 103b, 2311 - first connecting pole;

5, 104, 204 - side top pole group;

5a - side top pole;

6, 105, 252 - oblique supporting pole;

7, 106 - center fixed connecting base;

8, 107 - center slidable connecting base;

9, 15, 108 - supporting piece;

10, 109 - bottom foot piece;

11, 110, 210 - vertical pole fixed connecting base;

12, 111,211 - vertical pole slidable connecting base; 

12a, 111a, 211a - stop device;

13 - compression spring;

14 - pin;

15a - connecting part;

15b - horizontal pole;

102a, 106d - pin hole;

102b - elongated slot;

104a - side top pole;

106a - first connecting pole hinging part;

106b - blind hole;

106c - elongated slot;

112 - connecting pin;

113 - spring;

114 - inner plug;

115 - eave supporting pole;

116, 118 - eave moving pole;

117 - connecting part or sheet;
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118a - first straight pole;

118b - second straight pole;

118c - stop block;

119 - fabric supporting pole;

120, 207 - slidable connecting piece;

121 - stepped metal sheet;

23 la - upper hinging point;

23 lb - lower hinging point;

2312 - center hinging point;

241 - second connecting pole unit;

2411 - second connecting pole;

205, 208 -inner horizontal pole group;

251 - short pole;

206 - fixed connecting base;

281 - third connecting pole unit;

2811 - third connecting pole.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0060] Reference will now be made in detail to various embodiments of the present 

invention(s), examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings and 

described below. While the invention(s) will be described in conjunction with exemplary 

embodiments, it will be understood that present description is not intended to limit the 

invention(s) to those exemplary embodiments. On the contrary, the invention(s) is/are 

intended to cover not only the exemplary embodiments, but also various alternatives, 

modifications, equivalents and other embodiments, which may be included within the 

spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

[0061] A high-ceiling tent frame of the present invention in general comprises one or 

more frame units such as frame unit 1. The specific number of the frame units can be 

determined or adjusted according to the actually needed internal space of the tent or 

personal preference. In embodiments with two or more frame units, the adjacent frame 

units are connected to each other, for example by sharing vertical poles. By way of 

illustration and for describing structures of frame unit 1, FIG. 1 illustrates a first 

exemplary high-ceiling tent frame with one frame unit 1.
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[0062] In some embodiments, the frame unit 1 comprises three or more vertical poles 2. 

The specific number of the vertical poles 2 can also be determined or adjusted according 

to the needed internal space of the tent or personal preference. As an example, FIG. 1 

illustrates four vertical poles 2 arranged in a square shape. In some embodiments, the 

frame unit 1 also includes a center pole 3 and a supporting top pole group 4 used for 

connecting the center pole 3 with the vertical poles 2. When in use, top ends of the 

vertical poles 2 and the center pole 3 are in direct contact with and support the tent fabric. 

In some embodiments, the vertical poles 2 are retractable poles. In some embodiments, 

side top pole groups 5 are connected between every two adjacent vertical poles 2 and an 

oblique supporting pole 6 is additionally connected between each vertical pole 2 and each 

side top pole group 5 connected with this vertical pole 2. Side top pole groups 5 and the 

oblique supporting poles 6 strengthen the tent frame, making it firmer when the tent 

frame is unfolded. However, it should be understood that the side top pole groups 5 and 

the oblique supporting poles 6 are optional or additional components, not necessary for 

the tent frame of the present invention.

[0063] The center pole 3 is placed vertically or substantially vertically when the tent 

frame is unfolded. In some embodiments, a center fixed connecting base 7 is installed at 

a bottom end of the center pole 3. A center slidable connecting base 8 which can slide on 

the center pole 3 is installed on a pole body of the center pole 3. A supporting piece 9 

used for supporting the tent fabric is installed at a top end of the center pole 3.

[0064] In some embodiments, the vertical poles 2 are placed vertically or substantially 

vertically when the tent frame is unfolded. In some embodiments, the vertical poles 2 is 

obliquely placed at a predetermined tilt angle relative to the ground. In some 

embodiments, bottom foot pieces 10 are installed at bottom ends of the vertical poles 2. 

Vertical pole fixed connecting bases 11 are installed at top ends of the vertical poles 2. 

Vertical pole slidable connecting bases 12 which can slide along the vertical poles 2 are 

installed on pole bodies of the vertical poles 2.

[0065] In some embodiments, the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 12 are provided 

with stop devices 12a for preventing the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 12 from 

falling downwards along the pole bodies of the vertical poles 2 when the tent frame is 

unfolded.
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[0066] The center fixed connecting base 7, the center slidable connecting base 8, the 

supporting piece 9, the bottom foot pieces 10, the vertical pole fixed connecting bases 11, 

the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 12 and the stop devices 12a are the same or 

similar to those in the art and are thus not described herein in details.

[0067] In some embodiments, for example as shown in FIG. 2, the first exemplary high- 

ceiling tent frame further comprises a compression spring 13. In addition, in some 

embodiments, the center pole 3 is a hollow pole. A pin 14 is inserted into the pole body 

of the center pole 3 close to a position at which the center fixed connecting base 7 is 

installed. The compression spring 13 is installed in the center pole 3, where one end of 

the compression spring 13 presses against the center fixed connecting base 7, and the 

other end presses against the pin 14. The compression spring 13 is always in a 

compressed state after being installed in the center pole 3 and thus provides an upward 

elastic force to the center pole 3. As such, the tent fabric supported by the center pole 3 is 

always in a tightened state when the tent frame is unfolded to prevent water from being 

accumulated on rainy days.

[0068] In some embodiments, a slot structure 3a is formed at the center pole, at a position 

where the compression spring 13 is installed. The length of the slot structure 3a can be 

equal to or slightly smaller than the length of the compression spring 13. The slot 

structure 3a facilitates the observation of the working state of the compression spring 13, 

and the installation and replacement of the compression spring 13.

[0069] In some embodiments, each supporting top pole group 4 comprises one or more 

pairs of first connecting pole units 4a which are pivotally connected to each other. For 

example, each supporting top pole group 4 comprises two pairs of first connecting pole 

units 4a. Each first connecting pole unit 4a comprises two first connecting poles 4b 

which are pivotally connected to each other and form an X-shape when the tent frame is 

unfolded. In each supporting top pole group 4, as shown in FIG. 2, one first connecting 

pole 4b of the first connecting pole unit 4a connected with the center pole 3 is pivotally 

connected to the center pole 3 through the center slidable connecting base 8, and the other 

first connecting pole 4b is pivotally connected to the center pole 3 through the center 

fixed connecting base 7. As shown in FIG. 3, one first connecting pole 4b of the first 

connecting pole unit 4a connected with the vertical poles 2 is pivotally connected to the 

vertical poles 2 through the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 12. The other first
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connecting pole 4b is pivotally connected to the vertical poles 2 through the vertical pole 

fixed connecting bases 11. Pivotal connection disclosed herein can be achieved by pins, 

hinges, bolts, screws or the like.

[0070] In some embodiments, a supporting piece 15 is additionally or optionally installed 

on this first connecting pole 4b. The supporting piece 15 comprises a connecting part 15a 

fixedly connected with the first connecting pole 4b and a horizontal pole 15b used for 

supporting the tent fabric. In one embodiment, the connecting part 15a is fixed on the 

first connecting pole 4b through a pin. The horizontal pole 15b and the connecting part 

15a are fixedly connected according to a predetermined angle, and the specific angle can 

be determined according to the actual needs or personal preference as long as the 

horizontal pole 15b can support the tent fabric when the tent or tent frame is unfolded.

By way of illustration, FIG. 3 shows only one supporting piece 15 installed on the first 

connecting pole 4b. However, it should be understood that a plurality of supporting 

pieces 15 can be installed on the same first connecting pole 4b according to the actual 

needs or preference.

[0071] In some embodiments, each side top pole group 5 comprises two side top poles 5a 

which are pivotally connected to each other and form a substantially straight line when 

the tent frame is unfolded. For example, as shown in FIG. 1, certain ends, which are not 

pivotally connected to each other, of the side top poles 5a are pivotally connected to the 

vertical poles 2 through the vertical pole fixed connecting bases 11.

[0072] In some embodiments, one end of each oblique supporting pole 6 is connected 

with the vertical pole 2 through the vertical pole slidable connecting base 12, and the 

other end is pivotally connected to the side top pole 5a pivotally connected to the same 

one vertical pole 2. When the tent frame is unfolded, the vertical pole 2, one section of 

the side top pole 5a and the oblique supporting pole 6 form a triangle. In one 

embodiment, two side top poles 5a and two oblique supporting poles 6 are pivotally 

connected to each vertical pole 2.

[0073] As shown in FIG. 1, in some embodiments, to unfold the tent or the tent frame, 

the vertical poles 2 of the tent frame are placed vertically or substantially vertically and 

are pulled open to predetermined positions. The vertical pole slidable connecting bases 

12 are slid or simultaneously slid upwards to predetermined positions. The vertical pole
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slidable connecting bases 12 are fixed on the vertical poles 2 by the stop devices 12a.

The bottom foot pieces 10 are fixed on the ground and thus the unfolding of the tent 

frame is realized. The tent fabric is placed on the tent frame, prior to or subsequent to the 

unfolding of the tent frame. The tent fabric is supported by the supporting pieces 9, the 

supporting pieces 15 and the top parts of the vertical poles 2.

[0074] As shown in FIG. 4, in some embodiments, to fold the tent or the tent frame, the 

tent fabric is retrieved or put away. The bottom foot pieces 10 and the stop devices 12a 

are loosened. The vertical poles 2 are retracted or simultaneously retracted to a shorter or 

the shortest state. Then the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 12 are slid 

downwards. The two first connecting poles 4b on each connecting pole unit 4a are 

respectively clockwise and anticlockwise rotated. The four vertical poles 2 are driven to 

move towards the direction of the center pole 3. The center slidable connecting base 8 

slides upwards along the center pole 3 under the drive of the first connecting pole units 

4a. The center fixed connecting base 7 moves downwards together with the center pole 3 

under the drive of the first connecting pole units 4a. At the end, all poles are folded 

together as shown in FIG. 5.

[0075] Referring to FIG. 6, there depicts a second exemplary high-ceiling tent frame 

according to some embodiments of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 6, in some 

embodiments, a tent frame of the present invention comprises two frame units 1 

connected with each other. Each frame unit 1 is the same or substantially the same as the 

frame unit 1 in the first exemplary high-ceiling tent frame disclosed above.

[0076] In some embodiments, the two frame units 1 share two vertical poles 2 and a side 

top pole group 5. It should be understood that the number of the frame units 1 is readily 

adjustable. In some embodiments, the tent frame includes more than two frame units 1, 

in which two adjacent frame units are connected to each other by sharing two vertical 

poles 2 and one side top pole group 5. In some embodiments, the tent frame includes the 

supporting pieces 15. The supporting pieces 15 are optional, and in some embodiments, 

the tent frame does not include the supporting pieces 15.

[0077] The folding and folding process of the second exemplary high-ceiling tent frame 

is similar to that of the first exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, and thus is not described 

herein in details.
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[0078] Referring to FIG. 7, there depicts a third exemplary high-ceiling tent frame 

according to some embodiments of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 7, the third 

exemplary high-ceiling tent frame comprises two frame units 1 connected with each 

other. The frame unit of the third exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is substantially the 

same as that of the first exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, except the arrangement of the 

side top pole groups 5 and the oblique top poles 6 is different. As shown in FIG. 7, two 

frame units 1 share two vertical poles 2.

[0079] In consideration of that the stress at a connecting position between the two frame 

units 1 is small, the third exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is configured such that except 

the vertical poles 2 shared by the two frame units 1, side top pole groups 5 are connected 

between every two adjacent vertical poles 2. That is, no side top pole group 5 is arranged 

between the two vertical poles 2 shared by the two frame units 1. Since the side top pole 

group 5 is not arranged, corresponding oblique top poles 6 are not arranged either. As a 

result, the assembling process is simplified and the cost is reduced.

[0080] It should be understood that the number of the frame units 1 is readily adjustable. 

In some embodiments, the tent frame includes more than two frame units 1, in which two 

adjacent frame units are connected to each other by sharing two vertical poles 2. In 

addition, it should be understood that the supporting pieces 15 are additional or optional 

components.

[0081] The folding and folding process of the third exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is 

similar to that of the first exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, and thus is not described 

herein in details.

[0082] Referring now to FIG. 8, there depicts a fourth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame 

according to some embodiments of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 8, the fourth 

exemplary high-ceiling tent frame includes a frame unit 1 that has six vertical poles 2.

By way of illustration, the six vertical poles 2 in FIG. 8 is arranged in a regular hexagon 

shape. In the illustrated embodiment, there is no supporting pieces 15 arranged on the 

tent frame. However, it should be understood that the tent frame can include the 

supporting pieces 15 according to actual needs or preference.
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[0083] The folding and folding process of the fourth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is 

similar to that of the first exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, and thus is not described 

herein in details.

[0084] Referring to FIG. 9, there depicts a fifth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame 

according to some embodiments of the present invention. Conventional tent frames are 

limited by the folding structure and their vertical poles are generally arranged in a regular 

polygon shape. Unlike the conventional tent frames, the fifth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame has side top pole groups 5 with different lengths and four vertical poles 2 arranged 

in a rectangle shape.

[0085] The folding and folding process of the fifth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is 

similar to that of the first exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, and thus is not described 

herein in details.

[0086] Referring to FIG. 10, there depicts a sixth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame 

according to some embodiments of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 10, in some 

embodiments, a high-ceiling tent frame comprises one or more frame units 100 connected 

with each other. The specific number of the frame units 100 can be determined according 

to the actually needed internal space and/or personal preference. By way of illustration, 

FIG. 10 depicts the sixth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame includes one frame unit.

[0087] In some embodiments, the frame unit 100 comprises four vertical poles 101 and a 

center pole 102. Top ends of the vertical poles 101 and the center pole 102 are in direct 

contact with and support a tent fabric. In some embodiments, the frame unit 100 

comprises three, five or more than five of the vertical poles 101, or any number of the 

vertical poles 101 according to the actual needs, desire or preference. In some 

embodiments, the vertical poles 101 are retractable poles.

[0088] In some embodiments, supporting top pole group 103 is connected between the 

center pole 102 and each vertical pole 101. Side top pole groups 104 are connected 

between every two adjacent vertical poles 101, and additional or optional oblique 

supporting poles 105 are connected between each vertical pole 101 and each side top pole 

group 104 connected with this vertical pole 101.
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[0089] As shown in FIG. 10 and FIG. 11, when tent frame is unfolded, the center pole 

102 is placed vertically or substantially vertically at a top part of the tent. A center fixed 

connecting base 106 is installed at a bottom end of the center pole 102. A center slidable 

connecting base 107 which can slide on the center pole 102 is installed on a pole body of 

the center pole 102. A supporting piece 108 used for supporting the tent is installed at a 

top end of the center pole 102. In some embodiments, when the tent frame is unfolded, 

the vertical poles 101 are placed vertically or substantially vertically. In some 

embodiments, the vertical poles 101 are placed obliquely at a predetermined tilt angle 

relative to the ground according to the actual needs or preference.

[0090] In some embodiments, bottom foot pieces 109 are installed at bottom ends of the 

vertical poles 101. Vertical pole fixed connecting bases 110 are installed at top ends of 

the vertical poles 101. Vertical pole slidable connecting bases 111 which can slide along 

the vertical poles 101 are installed on pole bodies of the vertical poles 101. The vertical 

pole slidable connecting bases 111 are provided with stop devices 111a for preventing the 

vertical pole slidable connecting bases 111 from sliding downwards along the pole bodies 

of the vertical poles 101 when the tent frame is unfolded.

[0091] The center slidable connecting base 107, the bottom foot pieces 109, the vertical 

pole fixed connecting bases 110, the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 111 and the 

stop devices 111a are the same as or similar to those in the art and are not described 

herein in details.

[0092] As shown in FIG. 11 to FIG. 13, in some embodiments, a connecting pin 112 and 

a spring 113 are arranged between the center pole 102 and the center fixed connecting 

base 106. The connecting pin 112 can be a common pin or screw, and the spring 113 is a 

compression spring. A pin hole 102a is formed at the bottom end of the center pole 102. 

The center fixed connecting base 106 has a first connecting pole hinging part 106a which 

is fit with or receives the first connecting poles 103b of the tent and a blind hole 106b 

which is fit with or receives the center pole 102.

[0093] The arrangement positions of the first connecting poles 103b will be described 

below. In some embodiments, the first connecting pole hinging part 106a is pivotally 

connected to the first connecting poles 103b. An elongated slot 106c is formed in a side 

wall of the blind hole 106b, and a length direction of the elongated slot 106c is the same
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as a length direction of the center pole 102 and is also the same as a depth direction of the 

blind hole 106b. The connecting pin 112 penetrates through the elongated slot 106c and 

the pin hole 102a to connect the center pole 102 with the center fixed connecting base 

106. The spring 113 is placed in the blind hole 106b. One end of the spring 113 presses 

against the bottom end of the center pole 102 and the other end presses against a bottom 

part of the blind hole 106b.

[0094] In some embodiments, the center pole 102 is hollow. In such embodiments, an 

inner plug 114 is preferably installed at the bottom end of the center pole 102 to prevent 

the spring 113 from being inserted into the center pole and ensure the spring work 

normally.

[0095] It should be understood that the elongated slot 106c and the pin hole 102a can be 

configured differently. For example, in one embodiment, the elongated slot is formed in 

the center pole 102 instead of on the side wall of the blind hole, and the pin hole is 

formed on the side wall of the blind hole 106b instead of in the center pole 102. However, 

in consideration of that the center pole 102 is generally hardware and the center fixed 

connecting base 106 in which the blind hole 106b is formed is generally a plastic piece, 

the cost of forming the elongated slot in the side wall of the blind hole 106b is much 

lower than that of forming the elongated slot in the center pole 102.

[0096] When the tent is unfolded, the tent applies downward pressure to the center pole 

102 and the center pole 102 transfers the pressure to the spring 113, such that the spring 

113 is enabled to be in a compressed state and thus provide an upward elastic force to the 

center pole 102. Consequently, the tent fabric supported by the center pole 102 is always 

in a tightened state when the tent is unfolded.

[0097] As shown in FIG. 10, in some embodiments, each supporting top pole group 103 

comprises one or more pairs of first connecting pole units 103 a which are pivotally 

connected to each other. In some embodiments, each supporting top pole group 103 

comprises two pairs of first connecting pole units 103 a. Each first connecting pole unit 

103a comprises two first connecting poles 103b which are pivotally connected to each 

other and form an X-shape when unfolded.
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[0098] In each supporting top pole group 103, one first connecting pole 103b of the first 

connecting pole unit 103 a connected with the center pole 102 is pivotally connected to 

the center pole 102 through the center slidable connecting base 107, and the other first 

connecting pole 103b is pivotally connected to the center pole 102 through the first 

connecting pole hinging part 106a of the center fixed connecting base 106. One first 

connecting pole 103b of the first connecting pole unit 103 a connected with the vertical 

poles 101 is pivotally connected to the vertical poles 101 through the vertical pole 

slidable connecting bases 111, and the other first connecting pole 103b is pivotally 

connected to the vertical poles 101 through the vertical pole fixed connecting bases 110.

[0099] As shown in FIG. 14, in some embodiments, the tent frame further comprises a 

water accumulation preventing pole group. In some embodiments, the water 

accumulation preventing pole group comprises an eave supporting pole 115, an eave 

moving pole 116 and a connecting part or sheet 117. In one embodiment, the eave 

moving pole 116 is a straight pole, and the eave supporting pole 115 is preferably a 

retractable pole. One end of the eave supporting pole 115 is pivotally connected to one 

end of the eave moving pole 116 and the other end of the eave supporting pole 115 is 

suspended in the air. The other end or a pole body of the eave moving pole 116 is 

pivotally connected to the first connecting pole unit 103a connected with the vertical 

poles 101. Preferably, the eave moving pole 116 is pivotally connected to the first 

connecting pole unit 103a, for example, at a hinging position of two first connecting poles 

103b of the first connecting pole unit 103 a.

[00100] In some embodiments, the connecting part or sheet 117 is the same as or similar to 

that in the art. One end of the connecting sheet 117 is pivotally connected to the pole 

body of the eave supporting pole 115, and the other end is pivotally connected to the first 

connecting pole 103b pivotally connected to the vertical pole fixed connecting bases 110. 

Once connected, the connecting sheet 117 can rotate relative to the eave supporting pole 

115 or the first connecting pole 103b around the hinging point.

[00101] As shown in FIG. 10, in some embodiments, each side top pole group 104 

comprises two side top poles 104a, one ends of which are pivotally connected to each 

other such that the two side top poles 104a form a substantially straight line when 

unfolded. The other ends, which are not pivotally connected to each other, of the side top
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poles 104a are pivotally connected to the vertical poles 101 through the vertical pole 

fixed connecting bases 110.

[00102] In some embodiments, one end of each oblique supporting pole 105 is connected 

to the vertical pole 101 through the vertical pole slidable connecting base 111, and the 

other end is pivotally connected to the side top pole 104a that is pivotally connected to 

the same one vertical pole 101. The vertical pole 101, the side top pole 104a and the 

oblique supporting pole 105 form a triangle when the tent frame is unfolded. In some 

embodiments, two side top poles 104a and two oblique supporting poles 105 are pivotally 

connected to each vertical pole 101.

[00103] To unfold the tent or tent frame, the vertical poles 101 of the folded tent frame are 

placed vertically or substantially vertically and are pulled open to predetermined 

positions. The vertical pole slidable connecting bases 111 are slid or simultaneously slid 

upwards to predetermined positions. The vertical pole slidable connecting bases 111 are 

fixed on the vertical poles 101 by the stop devices 11 la. The bottom foot pieces 109 are 

fixed on the ground and thus the unfolding of the tent frame can be realized. The tent 

fabric is placed on the tent frame, prior to or subsequent to the unfolding of the tent 

frame. The tent fabric is supported by the supporting pieces 108, the top parts of the 

vertical poles 101 and the eave supporting poles. The tent fabric at the position of the 

center pole 102 is preferably pressed downwards as much as possible to enable the spring 

113 have enough compression. In some embodiments, after the tent is unfolded, the eave 

supporting poles 115 is adjusted to proper positions by manually operating the eave 

moving poles 116. In some embodiments, manual operation is performed during folding.

[00104] The folding process of the tent frame is similar to that of a conventional tent 

frame, and thus is not described herein in details.

[00105] Referring to FIG. 15, there depicts a seventh exemplary high-ceiling tent frame 

according to some embodiments of the present invention. The seventh exemplary high- 

ceiling tent frame is similar to the sixth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, except the 

structures and connecting methods of a center pole 102 and a center fixed connecting 

base 106 are different and the structure of an eave moving pole of a water accumulation 

preventing pole group is different.
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[00106] As shown in FIG. 15 to FIG. 17, in some embodiments, the eave moving pole 118 

of the seventh exemplary high-ceiling tent frame has a first pole 118a and a second pole 

118b, certain ends of which are rotatably connected with each other. In some 

embodiments, the first and second pole 118a, 118b are straight or substantially straight 

poles. A stop block 118c used for limiting a rotating angle is arranged at the connected 

certain ends of the first straight pole 118a and the second straight pole 118b.

[00107] The other end, which is not connected with the second straight pole 118b, of the 

first straight pole 118a is pivotally connected to the first connecting pole unit 103a 

connected with the vertical poles 101, and preferably, is pivotally connected at a hinging 

position of the two first connecting poles 103b of the first connecting pole unit 103a. The 

other end, which is not connected with the first straight pole 118a, of the second straight 

pole 118b is pivotally connected to the eave supporting pole 115.

[00108] As shown in FIG. 16 and FIG. 17, after the tent is unfolded, the first straight pole 

118a and the second straight pole 118b are rotated to enable the first straight pole 118a 

and the second straight pole 118b to be on the same line. At this moment, the stop block 

118c starts to limit the position of the second straight pole 118b such that the second 

straight pole 118b cannot continuously rotate, and the eave supporting pole 115 is 

naturally unfolded under the drive of the second straight pole 118b.

[00109] As shown in FIG. 18, before the tent is folded, firstly the eave supporting pole 115 

is retracted to the shortest state. Then the first straight pole 118a and the second straight 

pole 118b are rotated in opposite directions to enable the first straight pole 118a and the 

second straight pole 118b to be overlapped with each other. The eave supporting pole 

115 is naturally folded under the drive of the second straight pole 118b.

[00110] As shown in FIG. 19 to FIG. 21, in some embodiments, an elongated slot 102b is 

formed at a bottom end or bottom end portion of the center pole 102. A length direction 

of the elongated slot 102b is the same as a length direction of the center pole 102. The 

center fixed connecting base 106 has a first connecting pole hinging part 106a which is fit 

with or receives the first connecting poles 103b of the tent and a blind hole 106b which is 

fit with or receives the center pole 102. Similar to some other embodiments disclosed 

herein, in some embodiments, the first connecting pole hinging part 106a and the first 

connecting poles 103b are pivoted together.
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[OOlll] In some embodiments, a pin hole 106d is formed at a position, adjacent to a 

mouth part of the blind hole 106b, of the blind hole 106b. A connecting pin 112 

penetrates through the elongated slot 102b and the pin hole 106d to connect the center 

pole 102 with the center fixed connecting base 106. A spring 113 is placed in the blind 

hole 106b. One end of the spring 113 presses against a bottom end of the center pole 102 

and the other end presses against a bottom part of the blind hole 106b.

[00112] The unfolding and folding method of the seventh exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame is the same as or similar to that of the sixth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, and 

thus is not described herein in details.

[00113] Referring to FIG. 22, there depicts an exemplary water accumulation preventing 

pole group according to some embodiments of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 

22, in some embodiments, the exemplary water accumulation preventing pole group 

comprises a fabric supporting pole 119 placed vertically or substantially vertically when 

the tent frame is unfolded. The length of the fabric supporting pole 119 can be set 

according to the actual needs or preference. One end of the fabric supporting pole 119 is 

pivotally connected to a first connecting pole 103b of a first connecting pole unit 3 a. The 

other end of the fabric supporting pole 119 faces upwards. The pole body of the fabric 

supporting pole 119 is connected with the other first connecting pole 103b of the same 

first connecting pole unit 3a through a slidable connecting piece 120. The fabric 

supporting pole 119 is slidably connected with the slidable connecting piece 120. The 

slidable connecting piece 120 is pivotally connected to the other first connecting pole 

103b.

[00114] In some embodiments, the slidable connecting piece 120 is the same as or similar 

to that used in the tent field. In some embodiments, the slidable connecting piece 120 is 

pivotally connected to the first connecting pole 103b through a pin and can rotate by 

taking the pin as a central axis. The fabric supporting pole 119 is inserted into the slidable 

connecting piece 120, and thus the slidable connecting piece 120 can slide on a pole body 

of the fabric supporting pole 119 to form sliding connection.

[00115] One end, which faces upwards, of the fabric supporting pole 119 supports a tent 

fabric, preventing sinking or sagging of the tent fabric between the vertical poles 101 and 

the center poles 102. As a result, the tent frame of the present invention prevents water
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from being accumulated between the vertical poles 101 and the center poles 102. By way 

of illustration, FIG. 22 shows only one fabric supporting pole 119 installed on a 

supporting top pole group 103. However, it should be understood that a plurality of 

fabric supporting pole 119 can be installed on the same supporting top pole group 103 or 

different supporting top pole groups according to the actual situations.

[00116] The unfolding and folding method of the tent frame with the exemplary water 

accumulation preventing pole group is similar to that of the sixth exemplary high-ceiling 

tent frame, and thus is not described herein in details.

[00117] Referring to FIG. 23, there depicts an exemplary connection between a slidable 

connecting piece and a first connecting pole according to some embodiments of the 

present invention. The connection between a slidable connecting piece 120 and a first 

connecting pole 103b as shown in FIG. 23 is different from that of the sixth exemplary 

high-ceiling tent frame disclosed above.

[00118] As shown in FIG. 23, in some embodiments, a bracket 121 is pivotally connected 

to the slidable connecting piece 120. Herein, bracket refers to bracket, clip, bended or 

stepped sheet, stepped metal sheet or the like, and they are interchangeable. A slot 

structure is formed between a step of the stepped metal sheet 121 and the slidable 

connecting piece 120 after being connected. The first connecting pole 103b connected 

with the slidable connecting piece 120 is placed in the slot structure and is fixedly 

connected with the stepped metal sheet 121. Thus, the slidable connecting piece 120 is 

enabled to be indirectly pivotally connected to the first connecting pole 103b.

[00119] The folding and unfolding method of the tent frame with the stepped metal sheet 

121 is different from the sixth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame. With the stepped metal 

sheet 121, a rotating axis of relative rotation of the slidable connecting piece 120 and the 

stepped metal sheet 121 is staggered with a rotating axis of relative rotation of a fabric 

supporting pole 119 and the first connecting pole 103b. As a result, the fabric supporting 

pole 119 does not easily interfere with the first connecting pole 103b. In addition, the 

size is smaller when the tent frame is fully folded as shown in FIG. 25.

[00120] Referring now to FIG. 26, there depicts an eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent 

frame according to some embodiments of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 26, in
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some embodiments, the eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame comprises a frame unit 

that comprises four vertical poles 201 and a center pole 202. Top ends of the vertical 

poles 201 and the center pole 202 are in direct contact with a tent fabric and support the 

tent fabric. It should be understood that the number of the vertical poles 201 can be three, 

five or more than five and can be selected according to the actual needs or personal 

preference. In a preferable embodiment, the vertical poles 201 are retractable poles. The 

four vertical poles 201 are divided into two vertical pole groups, each vertical pole group 

comprising two adjacent vertical poles 201. Side top pole group 204 is connected 

between the two vertical poles 201 of the same vertical pole group. A supporting top 

pole group 203 is connected between the center pole 202 and each vertical pole 201.

[00121] As shown in FIG. 26, when the tent frame is unfolded, the center pole 202 is 

placed vertically or substantially vertically at a top part of a tent. The center fixed 

connecting base 206 is installed at a bottom end of the center pole 202. The center 

slidable connecting base 207 which can slide on the center pole 202 is installed on a pole 

body of the center pole 202. A supporting piece used for supporting the tent fabric is 

installed at a top end of the center pole 202.

[00122] In some embodiments, the vertical poles 201 are placed vertically or substantially 

vertically after the tent frame is unfolded. In some embodiments, the vertical poles 201 

are placed obliquely at a predetermined tilt angle relative to the ground according to the 

needs or personal preference. Vertical pole fixed connecting bases 210 are installed at 

top ends of the vertical poles 201. Vertical pole slidable connecting bases 211 which can 

slide along the vertical poles 201 are installed on pole bodies of the vertical poles 201. 

The vertical pole slidable connecting bases 211 are provided with stop devices 211a for 

preventing the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 211 from sliding downwards along 

the vertical poles 1 when the tent frame is unfolded. In some embodiments, the center 

slidable connecting base 207, the vertical pole fixed connecting bases 210, the vertical 

pole slidable connecting bases 211 and the stop devices 211a are parts similar to those in 

the art and thus are not described herein in details.

[00123] As shown in FIG. 26, in some embodiments, each supporting top pole group 203 

comprises two pairs of first connecting pole units 231 which are pivotally connected to 

each other. Each first connecting pole unit 231 comprises two first connecting poles 

2311 which are pivotally connected to each other and form an X-shape when unfolded.
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The two first connecting poles 2311 have a center hinging point 2312. The two first 

connecting pole units 231, which are pivotally connected to each other, have an upper 

hinging point 231a and a lower hinging point 23 lb. In some embodiments, an angle 

formed by the two first connecting poles 2311 at the upper hinging point 23 la is smaller 

than an angle formed by the two first connecting poles 2311 at the lower hinging point 

231b.

[00124] In each supporting top pole group 203, one first connecting pole 2311 of the first 

connecting pole unit 231 connected with the center pole 202 is pivotally connected to the 

center pole 202 through the center slidable connecting base 207. The other first 

connecting pole 2311 is pivotally connected to the center pole 202 through the center 

fixed connecting base 206. One first connecting pole 2311 of the first connecting pole 

unit 231 connected with the vertical poles 201 is pivotally connected to the vertical poles 

201 through the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 211. The other first connecting 

pole 2311 is pivotally connected to the vertical poles 201 through the vertical pole fixed 

connecting bases 210.

[00125] Also as shown in FIG. 26, in some embodiments, each side top pole group 204 

comprises three pairs of second connecting pole units 241 which are pivotally connected 

to each other. It should be understood that the number of the second connecting pole 

units 241 included in each side top pole group 204 can be one pair or a plurality of pairs, 

and the specific number can be determined according to the actual needs or preference.

In some embodiments, each second connecting pole unit 241 comprises two second 

connecting poles 2411 which are pivotally connected to each other and form an X-shape 

when unfolded. Two second connecting poles 2411 of the second connecting pole units 

241 at the two ends are respectively pivoted with the vertical fixed connecting bases 210 

and the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 211 of the vertical poles 201.

[00126] To unfold the tent or tent frame, the vertical poles 201 are placed vertically or 

substantially vertically and are pulled open to predetermined positions. The vertical pole 

slidable connecting bases 211 are slid upwards to predetermined positions and are fixed 

on the vertical poles 201 by the stop devices 211a. Each first connecting pole 2311 of the 

supporting top pole group 203 is pulled open in a linked manner such that the two first 

connecting poles 2311 of each first connecting pole unit 231 form an X-shape. The two 

second connecting poles 2411 of the two second connecting pole units 241 of the side top
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pole group 204 also form an X-shape, and thus the unfolding of the tent frame can be 

realized. The tent fabric is placed on the tent frame, prior to or subsequent to the 

unfolding of the tent frame. The tent fabric is supported by supporting pieces and the top 

parts of the vertical poles 201.

[00127] To fold the tent or tent frame, the tent fabric is retrieved, the stop devices 211a are 

loosened, and the vertical poles 201 are retracted to a shorter or the shortest state. Then, 

the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 211 are slid downwards. The two first 

connecting poles 2311 of the first connecting pole units 231 of the supporting top pole 

group 203 are respectively clockwise and anticlockwise rotated. The four vertical poles 

201 are driven to move towards the direction of the center pole 202. The two second 

connecting poles 2411 of the second connecting pole units 241 of the two side top pole 

groups 204 get close to each other. The center slidable connecting base 207 

simultaneously slides upwards along the center pole 202 under the drive of the first 

connecting pole units 231. The center fixed connecting base 206 downwards moves 

together with the center pole 202 under the drive of the first connecting pole units 231.

At the end, all poles are folded together.

[00128] As shown in FIG. 26, the eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame eliminates two 

side top pole groups (e.g., the front and back side in FIG. 26) and corresponding oblique 

supporting poles, reducing the size of the tent frame when folded and the manufacturing 

cost. In addition, on the sides without side top pole groups (e.g., the front and back side 

in FIG. 26), pits will not form during raining days and rain will fall down along the tent 

fabric and will not accumulate. As such, the tent frame reduces or prevents water 

accumulation and potential damage of the tent. In some embodiments, the side top pole 

group 204 adopts the second connecting pole units 241 which are pivotally connected to 

each other. The strength of the tent frame can be increased, and the side top pole groups 

on the other sides (e.g., the left and right side in FIG. 26) will not be ruptured if the water 

is accumulated. As such, the service life of the tent is prolonged, reducing the repairing 

or maintenance needs. In addition, the cross design reduces the folding height of the tent 

when folded.

[00129] FIG. 27 shows a ninth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame according to some 

embodiments of the present invention. The ninth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is 

similar to the eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, except inner horizontal pole
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groups 205 are connected between two supporting top pole groups 203 connected onto 

different vertical pole groups in the same frame unit. In some embodiments, each inner 

horizontal pole group 205 comprises two short poles 251 which are pivotally connected 

to each other at one ends of the two short poles 251. The other ends of the two short 

poles 251 are respectively and pivotally connected to center hinging points 2312, close to 

the center pole 202, of the supporting top pole group 203. The inner horizontal pole 

groups 205 increase the overall supporting strength of the tent frame, enlarge the internal 

space of the tent frame and make the top part or ceiling of the assembled tent frame more 

stable and robust.

[00130] Methods or processes for folding and unfolding the ninth exemplary high-ceiling 

tent frame are similar to those disclosed herein. In folding, when all poles get close to the 

center pole 202, the two short poles 251 of each inner horizontal pole group 205 will act 

accordingly. Thus, the two short poles 251 are rotated to get close to each other, 

completing the folding of the tent frame.

[00131] FIG. 28 shows a tenth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame according to some 

embodiments of the present invention. The tenth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is 

similar to the eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, except inner horizontal pole 

groups 205 are connected between two supporting top pole groups 203 connected onto 

different vertical pole groups in the same frame unit. In some embodiments, each inner 

horizontal pole group 205 comprises two short poles 251 which are pivotally connected 

to each other at one ends of the two short poles 251. The other ends of the two short 

poles 251 are respectively pivoted with upper hinging points 231a of the two first 

connecting units 231, which are pivotally connected to each other, of two supporting top 

pole groups 203. The inner horizontal pole groups 205 increase the overall supporting 

strength of the tent frame, enlarge the internal space of the tent and make the top part or 

ceiling of the assembled tent frame more stable and robust.

[00132] FIG. 29 shows an eleventh exemplary high-ceiling tent frame according to some 

embodiments of the present invention. The eleventh exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is 

similar to the eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, except inner horizontal pole 

groups 205 are connected between two supporting top pole groups 203 connected onto 

different vertical pole groups in the same frame unit. In some embodiments, each inner 

horizontal pole group 205 comprises two short poles 251 which are pivotally connected
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to each other at one ends of the two short poles 251. The other ends of the two short 

poles 251 are respectively pivotally connected to upper hinging points 231a of the two 

first connecting units 231, which are pivotally connected to each other, of the 

corresponding supporting top pole groups 203.

[00133] In addition, in the eleventh exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, an additional or 

optional oblique supporting pole 252 is pivotally connected to each short pole 251. One 

end of the oblique supporting pole 252 is pivotally connected to a pole body of the short 

pole 251 and the other end is pivotally connected to a lower hinging point 23 lb of the 

first connecting pole unit 231 pivotally connected to the corresponding short pole 251. 

The inner horizontal pole groups 205 increase the overall supporting strength of the tent 

frame, enlarge the internal space of the tent and make the top part or ceiling of the 

assembled tent frame more stable and robust.

[00134] FIG. 30 shows a twelfth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame according to some 

embodiments of the present invention. The twelfth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame is 

similar to the eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, except inner horizontal pole 

groups 205 are connected between two supporting top pole groups 203 connected onto 

different vertical pole groups in the same frame unit. In some embodiments, each inner 

horizontal pole group 205 comprises two short poles 251 which are pivotally connected 

to each other at one ends of the two short poles 251. The other ends of the two short 

poles 251 are respectively pivotally connected to corresponding vertical poles 201 

through corresponding vertical pole fixed connecting bases 210.

[00135] In addition, in the twelfth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, an additional or 

optional oblique supporting pole 252 is pivotally connected to each short pole 251. One 

end of the oblique supporting pole 252 is pivotally connected to a pole body of the short 

pole 251 and the other end is pivotally connected to the vertical pole slidable connecting 

base 211 of the vertical pole 201 pivotally connected to the corresponding short pole 251 

The inner horizontal pole groups 205 increase the overall supporting strength of the tent 

frame, enlarge the internal space of the tent and make the top part or ceiling of the 

assembled tent frame more stable and robust.

[00136] FIG. 31 shows a thirteenth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame according to some 

embodiments of the present invention. The thirteenth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame
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is similar to the eighth exemplary high-ceiling tent frame, except inner horizontal pole 

groups 208 are connected between two supporting top pole groups 203 connected onto 

different vertical pole groups in the same frame unit. In some embodiments, each inner 

horizontal pole group 208 comprises one or more pairs of third connecting pole units 281 

which are pivotally connected to each other. By way of illustration, FIG. 31 shows that 

each inner horizontal pole group 208 comprises two pairs of third connecting pole units 

281. Each third connecting pole unit 281 comprises two third connecting poles 2811 

which are pivotally connected to each other and form an X-shape when unfolded.

[00137] In some embodiments, one third connecting pole 2811 in the third connecting pole 

unit 281 connected with the supporting top pole group 203 is pivotally connected to an 

upper hinging point 231a of the first connecting pole units 231, which are pivotally 

connected to each other, of the supporting top pole group 203. The other third connecting 

pole 2811 is pivotally connected to a lower hinging point 23 lb of the first connecting 

pole units 231, which are pivotally connected to each other, of the supporting top pole 

group 203. The inner horizontal pole groups 208 increase the overall supporting strength 

of the tent frame, enlarge the internal space of the tent and make the top part or ceiling of 

the assembled tent frame more stable and robust.

[00138] It should be understood that fine structural adjustment may be needed to parts 

such as the center fixed connecting base 7, the center slidable connecting base 8, the 

supporting pieces 9, the bottom foot pieces 10, the vertical pole fixed connecting bases 

11, the vertical pole slidable connecting bases 12 and the stop devices 12a in each above- 

mentioned embodiment according to the specific structure of the tent frame in each 

embodiment. These parts can be the same as or similar to those in the art. Adaptive 

modification can be made according to the actual needs based on the existing parts.

[00139] For convenience in explanation and accurate definition in the appended claims, 

the terms “top” or “bottom”, “upper” or “lower”, “vertical” or “horizontal”, and etc. are 

used to describe features of the exemplary embodiments with reference to the positions of 

such features as displayed in the figures.

[00140] The foregoing descriptions of specific exemplary embodiments of the present 

invention have been presented for purposes of illustration and description. They are not 

intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed, and
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obviously many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teachings, 

for example, changing the retractable vertical poles 2 to foldable two-section vertical 

poles, or disassembling and recombining the parts of each embodiment. The exemplary 

embodiments were chosen and described in order to explain certain principles of the 

invention and their practical application, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to 

make and utilize various exemplary embodiments of the present invention, as well as 

various alternatives and modifications thereof. It is intended that the scope of the 

invention be defined by the Claims appended hereto and their equivalents.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A high-ceiling tent frame, comprising:

one or more frame units, each frame unit comprising:

three or more vertical poles; 

a center pole;

a plurality of supporting pole groups for connecting the center pole with 

the vertical poles;

vertical pole fixed connecting bases installed at top ends of the vertical 

poles;

vertical pole slidable connecting bases installed on pole bodies of the 

vertical poles and slidable along the pole bodies of the vertical 

poles;

a center fixed connecting base installed at a bottom end of the center pole; 

and

a center slidable connecting base installed on a pole body of the center 

pole and slidable along the pole body of the center pole,

wherein:

each supporting top pole group comprises one or more pairs of first 

connecting pole units;

the first connecting pole units in each pair are pivotally connected to each 

other;

each first connecting pole unit comprises two first connecting poles

pivotally connected to each other and forms an X-shape when the 

tent frame is unfolded; and

in each pair of the first connecting pole units, first one of the first

connecting poles is pivotally connected to the center slidable 

connecting base, second one of the first connecting poles is 

pivotally connected to the center fixed connecting base, third one 

of the first connecting poles is pivotally connected to the vertical 

pole slidable connecting base of a corresponding vertical pole, and 

fourth one of the first connecting poles is pivotally connected to 

the vertical pole fixed connecting base of the corresponding 

vertical pole.
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2. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 1, further comprising:

side top pole groups each configured to connect two adjacent vertical poles; and 

oblique supporting poles each configured to connect a side top pole group to a

corresponding vertical pole.

3. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 2, wherein:

each side top pole group comprises two side top poles pivotally connected to each 

other and forms a substantially straight line when the tent frame is 

unfolded;

one end of each side top pole is pivotally connected to the vertical pole fixed 

connecting base of a corresponding vertical pole in the two adjacent 

vertical poles;

one end of each oblique supporting pole is pivotally connected to the vertical pole 

slidable connecting base of the corresponding vertical pole; and

the other end of each oblique supporting pole is pivotally connected to the side top 

pole that is connected to the same corresponding vertical pole.

4. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 1, wherein within a respective 

frame unit:

the three or more vertical poles comprises four vertical poles that form two 

vertical pole groups, wherein each vertical pole group comprises two 

adjacent vertical poles;

the two adjacent vertical poles in each vertical pole group are connected by a side 

top pole group;

the side top pole group comprises one or more pairs of second connecting pole 

units;

the second connecting pole units in each pair are pivotally connected to each other; 

each second connecting pole unit comprises two second connecting poles

pivotally connected to each other and forms an X-shape when the tent 

frame is unfolded;
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one of the second connecting poles of each second connecting pole unit is 

pivotally connected to the vertical pole slidable connecting base of a 

corresponding vertical pole; and

the other one of the second connecting poles of each second connecting pole unit 

is pivotally connected to the vertical pole fixed connecting base of the 

corresponding vertical pole.

5. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 4, further comprising:

an inner horizontal pole group for connecting two of the supporting top pole

groups that are connected to different vertical pole groups within the 

respective frame unit, wherein the inner horizontal pole group comprises 

one of the following:

two short poles, one ends thereof are pivotally connected to each other, 

and the other ends thereof are pivotally connected to the first 

connecting pole units of the supporting top pole groups at hinging 

points adjacent to the center pole;

two short poles, one ends thereof are pivotally connected to each other, 

and the other ends are pivotally connected to the first connecting 

pole units of the corresponding supporting top pole group at upper 

hinging points of the first connecting pole units;

two short poles, one ends thereof are pivotally connected to each other, 

and the other ends are pivotally connected to the first connecting 

pole units of the corresponding supporting top pole group at the 

upper hinging points of the first connecting pole units, wherein 

each short pole is supported by an oblique supporting pole, 

wherein one end of the oblique supporting pole is pivotally 

connected to a pole body of the corresponding short pole and the 

other end is pivotally connected to a lower hinging point of a 

corresponding first connecting pole unit; or

one or more pairs of third connecting pole units, wherein the third

connecting pole units in each pair are pivotally connected to each 

other, each third connecting pole unit comprises two third 

connecting poles pivotally connected to each other and forms an X-
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shape when the tent frame is unfolded, one of the third connecting 

poles of each third connecting pole unit is pivotally connected to 

the first connecting pole units of the corresponding supporting top 

pole group at the upper hinging points of the first connecting pole 

units and the other one of the third connecting poles of each third 

connecting pole unit is pivotally connected to the first connecting 

pole units of the corresponding supporting top pole group at the 

lower hinging points of the first connecting pole units.

6. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 4, further comprising:

an inner horizontal pole group for connecting two adjacent vertical poles in the 

two vertical pole groups within the respective frame unit, wherein 

the inner horizontal pole group comprises two short poles, one ends

thereof are pivotally connected to each other, and the other ends 

are pivotally connected to the vertical pole fixed connecting bases 

of the corresponding vertical poles; and

each short pole is supported by an oblique supporting pole, wherein one 

end of the oblique supporting pole is pivotally connected to a pole 

body of the corresponding short pole and the other end is pivotally 

connected to the vertical pole slidable connecting base of a 

corresponding vertical pole.

7. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 1, further comprising:

a connecting pin and a spring disposed between the center pole and the center 

fixed connecting base, wherein

a first elongated slot or a first pin hole is formed at a bottom end portion of 

the center pole;

the center fixed connecting base includes: (i) a connecting pole hinging 

part for receiving the first connecting poles, (ii) a blind hole for 

receiving the center pole, (iii) a second pin hole corresponding to 

the first elongated slot of the center pole and formed adjacent to a 

mouth part of the blind hole, or a second elongated slot
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corresponding to the first pin hole of the center pole and formed on 

a side wall of the blind hole;

the connecting pin penetrates through the corresponding elongated slot and 

the corresponding pin hole, connecting the center pole with the 

center fixed connecting base; and

the spring is placed in the blind hole, one end of the spring presses against 

a bottom end of the center pole and the other end presses against a 

bottom part of the blind hole.

8. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 1, further comprising: 

supporting pieces installed on the first connecting poles that are connected to the

vertical pole fixed connecting bases, wherein each supporting piece 

comprises:

a connecting part fixedly connected to a corresponding first connecting 

pole; and

a horizontal pole for supporting a tent fabric,

wherein the horizontal pole and the connecting part are fixedly connected 

to each other at a predetermined angle.

9. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 1, further comprising: 

one or more water accumulation preventing pole groups, wherein a water

accumulation preventing pole group is connected to a corresponding first 

connecting pole unit and comprises:

a slidable connecting piece pivotally connected to one connecting pole of 

the corresponding first connecting pole unit; and

a fabric supporting pole, a pole body thereof is slidably connected to the 

slidable connecting piece and one end thereof is pivotally 

connected to the other connecting pole of the corresponding first 

connecting pole unit, such that the fabric supporting pole is 

disposed substantially vertically and upwardly when the tent frame 

is unfolded.
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10. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 9, wherein the slidable connecting 

piece is pivotally connected to the one connecting pole of the corresponding first 

connecting pole unit by a bracket, wherein the bracket is pivotally connected to the 

slidable connecting piece and fixedly connected to the one connecting pole of the 

corresponding first connecting pole unit.

11. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 1, further comprising: 

one or more water accumulation preventing pole groups, wherein a water

accumulation preventing pole group comprising: 

an eave supporting pole;

an eave moving pole, one end thereof is pivotally connected to one end of 

the eave supporting pole, and the other end or a pole body of the 

eave moving pole is pivotally connected to the third or fourth one 

of the first connecting poles; and

a connecting part, one end thereof is pivotally connected to the pole body 

of the eave pole and the other end thereof is pivotally connected to 

the fourth one of the first connecting poles.

12. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 11, wherein the eave moving pole 

comprises:

a first pole;

a second pole, one end thereof is rotatably connected to one end of the first pole; 

and

a stop block disposed at the connected ends of the first pole and the second pole 

and configured to limit a rotating angle of the first and second poles.

13. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 11, wherein the vertical poles, the 

eave pole or both the vertical poles and the eave pole are retractable poles.
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14. The high-ceiling tent frame according to claim 1, wherein the one or more frame 

units comprise at least two frame units, wherein two adjacent frame units are connected 

to each other by sharing at least two vertical poles.
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Fig. 6
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Fig, 1.1
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Fig. 13
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